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Affordable Africa

Witness the
power of
nature

E

ight
luxury safari lodges
offer spectacular game viewing
opportunities that allow you to get
up close and personal with some of
nature’s biggest personalities. Desert &
Delta Safaris owns and operates lodges in both
Botswana and Namibia. These properties, located
predominantly within Botswana’s famous game reserves
and national parks, offer an unrivalled safari experience.

E

stablished in 1982, Desert & Delta Safaris’ portfolio brings together some of Botswana’s most
historic and iconic lodges: Chobe Game Lodge, Chobe Savanna Lodge, Savute Safari Lodge,
Camp Moremi, Camp Xakanaxa, Camp Okavango, Xugana Island Lodge and Leroo La Tau.

D
T

ue to their location, these lodges offer a diverse safari experience whilst providing the personalised
service for which Desert & Delta Safaris is known.

his is the best safari circuit in Botswana.

Or book at your local licensed travel agent

www.adventuredestinations.com.au
sales@adventuredestinations.com.au
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Booking conditions and cancellation fees do apply. Please refer to www.adventuredestinations.com.au for our booking conditions and cancellation policy.

The Desert & Delta Safaris Experience

When to Go

B

otswana is a year round wildlife destination and because of the location of the Desert & Delta Safaris’ lodges
and camps, we make it easy for you to select and plan a safari to suit your needs. However, there are certain
seasons that are more suitable for special interests than others.

Summer – October to March

I

n October, the weeks preceding the summer
rains tend to be the hottest with temperatures
of 40˚C or more. During the rainy period, the
days are hot and sunny in the morning with
afternoon thunderstorms – usually in short
torrential downpours. Temperatures can rise to
38˚C during the day, falling to 20˚C at night.
The vivid colours of the bush, spectacular
skies and unparalleled air clarity make this an
ideal time for photography. The contrast of the
predators natural winter camouflage with the
summer backdrop makes for dramatic photos.

Winter – April to September

T

he days are dry, sunny, clear and cool to seductively warm while evening temperatures drop sharply. Day
time temperatures generally reach 25˚C and evening temperatures can be as low as 2˚C. In some areas they
can plummet below freezing.
Virtually no rainfall occurs during the winter months, and game viewing is superb as animals – and
their predators – concentrate at permanent water sources. Some green bushes and trees persist but leaf
drop commences and pans dry up. Soft early morning and evening light combined with dust provides the
opportunity for many dramatic photo settings.

Chobe Game Lodge
T

he only permanent game lodge situated within the famous Chobe
National Park, Chobe Game Lodge is Botswana’s premier venue for
guests looking for a perfect base to explore Chobe National Park and the
Chobe River. Chobe Game Lodge is both five star and has full eco-grading
by Botswana Tourism Board.
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the lodge

C

hobe Game Lodge is designed with peace and privacy
in mind – a place where guests can relax and enjoy
their own space. With six comfortably furnished viewing
decks, a riverside boma, two bars, six different lounges
and four dining locations, it is easy to understand why
our guests effortlessly find their own space and just enjoy
the environment. There is a large swimming pool to
relax during hot afternoons and there is always a waiter
on hand to bring you refreshments from the bar.
Guests wishing to pamper themselves are welcome
to book one of the delightful treatments from our inhouse beautician (for which there is an extra charge) or
hit the gym for some exercise between the usual Lodge
activities (complimentary).
Chobe Game Lodge caters for travellers with
disabilities; all recent additions to the lodge have been
built with accessibility in mind.
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hobe Game Lodge can
accommodate up to ninety
four people in total luxury. Each
of the fourty seven rooms at the
lodge are river facing and air
conditioned, featuring overhead
fans,
complimentary
mini
bar, en-suite bathrooms and a
private terrace. For those guests
who demand the ultimate in
exclusivity, Chobe Game Lodge
has four river view suites, each
with their own plunge pool and
a separate lounge area.

Activities & Wildlife

C

hobe Game Lodge offers a choice of land or water-based activities and the most
complete game experience in the Chobe National Park.
Early morning and late afternoon game drives are conducted by our expert guides in
open sided 4x4 vehicles to ensure maximum visibility of Chobe National Park’s spectacular
scenery and abundant wildlife. Meanwhile, riverside game viewing is conducted by small
and highly manoeuvrable boats, perfect for morning or sunset cruises.
Chobe’s wildlife roams in abundance and diversity and is home to the largest concentration
of elephant in Africa. During the dry season these large herds, as well as vast herds of
buffalo, congregate along the fertile flood plains of the Chobe River where they come to
drink, bathe and play. Sightings of lion, African wild dog, puku, red lechwe, sable, giraffe
and roan antelope are frequently reported in the area.

Chobe Boardwalk
& Deck

T

his is the perfect place
to relax or explore
during your spare time at
the lodge, with excellent
game viewing, bar facilities,
toilets and plenty of areas to
just sit back and watch the
sunset or the Chobe wildlife
parade.

Chobe Savanna Lodge
S

ituated in the Eastern Caprivi of Namibia, a peninsula on the northern
bank of the Chobe River, Chobe Savanna Lodge overlooks the vast
floodplains of the Chobe National Park’s Puku Flats.
The Chobe River is home to large herds of elephant, buffalo and hippo,
as well as dense concentrations of other wildlife - including the rare puku
antelope - which come down to the river’s edge to drink and graze.

Eastern Caprivi, Namibia
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ACCOMMODATION

A

private and secluded
safari experience is
guaranteed as Chobe Savanna
Lodge accommodates only
twenty guests in beautifully
furnished thatched chalets,
all with private decks, an
integrated bedroom and
lounge area plus en-suite
facilities. All chalets are
air-conditioned and have
complimentary in-room mini
bars.bars.
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the lodge
Chobe Savanna Lodge is set in a classic African Savanna
environment with stunning, sweeping vistas surrounding the lodge.
The focal point of the lodge is a thatched open-sided main building
which features a 270 degree view over the Chobe River and beyond
to the Chobe National Park.
The lodge offers guests a Namibian hideaway for those looking
for an exclusive Chobe River experience in an area renowned for its
diverse and prolific wildlife. Chobe Savanna Lodge has wonderful
gardens which feature a secluded swimming pool. Although guests
are welcome to join in the scheduled game activities, Chobe Savanna
Lodge is also a wonderful venue where guests can simply take time
out to watch the world go by in one of the most spectacular settings
imaginable.
!
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Activities & Wildlife

A

s a water-based lodge, guests have a choice of
aquatic activities. River excursions in small, easily
manoeuvrable boats are ideal for close encounters
with the abundant wildlife which visits the river’s edge.
Fishing is also a popular pastime, with our catch-andrelease fishing trips for bream or tiger fish proving to be
a firm favourite with guests of all ages. Guests hoping to
experience some of the local Namibian traditions will
enjoy a cultural village visit to one of the surrounding
communities, where one can observe the deep-rooted
heritage of the local population.

Savute Safari Lodge
S

tretching from the waterways of the Linyanti all the way to Savute Marsh,
the winding waterways of Savute Channel have pumped life into the
western section of Chobe National Park for many thousands of generations.
However, this fickle and unpredictable channel has a fascinating history
of flooding and drying up independently of good rainy seasons and flood
levels elsewhere - a mystery that has intrigued local inhabitants, geologists
and others for many years.

chobe national park
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accommodation

T

o ensure a private and relaxing
environment, Savute Safari Lodge
accommodates just twenty four guests in
twelve local timber and thatched chalets.
The chalets have been elegantly furnished
in calm neutral tones to compliment
the natural environment and feature
expansive private decks, a combined
bedroom and lounge area plus en-suite
facilities.
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the lodge

S

ink into one of the numerous comfortable leather, wood or wicker sofas
in the lounge - and library - or sip a cocktail in the stylish bar, all of which
are situated in a beautiful two-storey thatch and timber main building. Savute
Safari Lodge boasts a shaded viewing deck, al fresco dining area and swimming
pool with spectacular pool loungers - ideal for watching the varied wildlife –
and the resident elephants - as they make their way to the Savute Channel to
drink, bathe and play.
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the unexplained
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W

hen David Livingstone discovered the Savute
Channel in 1851 it was flowing. Thirty years later
the channel had disappeared and the Savute Marsh had
dried out, remaining this way for almost 80 years. It
flowed again in the late 1950s, continuing until the early
1980s when it again receded, gaining the channel its
reputation as ‘the river which flows in both directions’.
In 2009, after another extended hiatus, the channel
began flowing again and by January 2010 had spilled into
the Savute Marsh for the first time in three decades. Noone knows how long the water will remain…

Activities & Wildlife

A

ctivities are centred around game drives
throughout the Savute area in open 4x4
safari vehicles. Many trips will incorporate a
visit to the Savute Marsh for your chance to
see the historic presence of the Savute Channel
at the marsh against a teeming backdrop of
wildlife. Guests could also enjoy a visit to the
ancient San rock paintings at Gubatsa Hills – a
small hilly outcrop which forms a remarkable
landmark in the otherwise flat landscape.
Savute lays claim to the second largest
summer zebra migration in Africa, which is
determined by the rains but usually occurs
between November and December and again
between February and April when the zebras
move from the rivers in the north in search of
the rain-ripe grasslands and full waterholes in
the southwest of the park. Often followed by a
myriad of predators, the zebra migration is a
must for visitors.

Camp Moremi
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F

or the classic African safari experience, look no further than Camp
Moremi in Botswana’s world-renowned Moremi Game Reserve. Camp
Moremi is situated on the edge of the Xakanaxa Lagoon in an area wellknown for its spectacular game viewing opportunities.
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accommodation

T

welve luxury tents:
each with twin or
double occupancy. Guests
will enjoy the luxurious
seclusion of African-style
safari tents set on a raised
teak deck, each featuring
an en-suite bathroom.
Accommodating a
maximum of twenty four
guests, Camp Moremi
ensures exclusivity and
privacy in a tranquil
environment.
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the camp

T

wo dining areas serve buffet-style food with special dietary catering
by prior arrangement. Breakfast, brunch and high tea are served
at the thatched boma, dinner is savoured under an ebony canopy in
the dining room, and nightcaps are enjoyed beside the warmth of the
flickering fire pit. Guests can also relax at the secluded swimming pool,
marvel at spectacular sunsets from the lagoon-side viewing deck, or
enjoy the wildlife reference library, lounge and cocktail bar in the elevated
thatch and timber main building.
!
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Activities & Wildlife

G

uest activities include morning and afternoon game drives throughout the many different ecosystems that
the Moremi Game Reserve has to offer. Further explore the Moremi Game Reserve by boat: Xakanaxa
Lagoon and its surrounding channels provide a chance to enjoy the picturesque waters of the Okavango Delta
with its kaleidoscope of birdlife.
Experienced guides will introduce you to a whole new world of wildlife; watch leopards curled up in the
branches of Mopane trees, herds of elephant grazing under a canopy of green or a pride of lions camouflaged in
the long grass. Moremi Game Reserve’s incredible wetlands create natural waterholes which support a myriad
of antelope including impala, kudu and waterbuck. The majestic Fish Eagle and vivid Malachite Kingfisher are
frequently seen, and even the rare Pel’s Fishing Owl makes an occasional appearance to the delight of guides and
guests alike.

Camp Xakanaxa
!
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C

amp Xakanaxa’s (pronounced Ka-ka-na-ka) prime location on the banks
of the Khwai River on the Xakanaxa Lagoon, in the heart of the Moremi
Game Reserve, ensures that it is one of the only safari camps which can
provide guests with an authentic, year round Okavango Delta land and water
safari experience.
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accommodation
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T
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he camp accommodates
twenty four guests in twelve
spacious all canvas, meru-style
classic luxury safari tents, with
en-suite showers, hand basins
and toilet facilities. Situated on
the fringes of the lagoon, each
tent has a private viewing deck
with comfortable loungers.
Camp Xakanaxa is one of the
few camps in Botswana which
still offers the essence of a classic
tented camp.
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the camp
!

!

n camp, a relaxed and friendly atmosphere together with
personalised and caring service evokes a feeling of coming
home.
The stylish main buildings extend over the Khwai River and are
set on raised platforms to maximise the views over the surrounding
lagoons and islands. The elegant local timber, reed and thatch
lounge and dining rooms feature a small library, expansive
sundeck, plunge pool and sala with day bed. The fire-deck extends
over the Khwai River and creates a magical environment to relax
after dinner. A larger pool with elevated sun deck is also within
Camp Xakanaxa’s expansive grounds.
!
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Activities & Wildlife

T

he ancient riverine forests, open savannah,
serpentine channels as well as seasonal
floodplains which surround the camp, make
for a varied habitat of exceptional fauna and
flora. The camp is one of few offering a yearround land and water game viewing experience
in open land rovers, powerboats or dug-out
canoes known locally as Mokoro’s. The diverse
habitat ensures prolific sightings of elephant,
buffalo, hyena, giraffe, hippo, wildebeest, kudu,
lechwe, lion, leopard, amongst others. Birding is
spectacular, especially in the spring and summer
months when the migrants are breeding.
Safari activities are conducted by licensed
guides eager to share their in-depth knowledge
and treasured secrets of this great wilderness.

Camp Okavango
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B

otswana’s magnificent Okavango Delta, the world’s largest inland delta,
is a maze of deep lagoons, large lakes and hidden, meandering channels.
During the annual flood season the Delta covers a vast area of over 16,000
km² before shrinking to less than 9,000 km² in the dry season. Trapped in a
basin of parched Kalahari Desert sand, the fresh water oasis attracts wildlife
that depends on the permanent waters of this unique environment.
Camp Okavango, an enchanting and authentic African safari camp is
situated on the remote Nxaragha Island. This hidden treasure, in the heart
of the permanent Okavango Delta, assures an unparalleled year-round water
wilderness experience.
!

!

Accommodation

T

o ensure a peaceful and genuine safari experience,
Camp Okavango accommodates just twenty four
guests. There are eleven intimate East African-style
safari tents. Each tent is individually situated on a
raised teak platform, features en-suite facilities and
enjoys sliding glass doors which open on to a private
open air viewing deck.
Those seeking the ultimate in exclusivity there
is the Okavango Suite, a spacious luxury thatched
cottage which offers complete privacy - perfect for
honeymooners.
NOTE: Private activities are guaranteed for all
Okavango Suite bookings.
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the camp

C

amp Okavango’s traditional
thatch and lethaka (reed)
main lodge features a cocktail
bar, lounge and wildlife reference
library. The dining room leads
onto an expansive open-air patio
which is perfect for brunch,
afternoon tea and tranquil
evenings around the fire. Other
facilities include a secluded birdviewing hide and a sundeck with
plunge pool for relaxing during
the sunny midday hours.
!
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Activities & Wildlife

W

ater-based activities are conducted by
experienced professional guides who
will expertly navigate guests through the many
meandering, reed-lined waterways. Roam the
vast expanses of water from the comfort of a
modern motorboat or explore the intricacies of
the Okavango Delta the old fashioned way, in
the traditional contours of the Mokoro (canoe).
For those looking to get a little closer to
nature, guided bush walks are conducted on
a number of the nearby islands, offering an
opportunity to track some of the larger landbased species that inhabit this water wilderness.
Bird-watching opportunities are outstanding
and fishing for bream and tiger fish is also
offered as an activity. Camp Okavango is a
water based camp and game drive activities,
using safari vehicles, are not possible.

Xugana Island Lodge
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X

ugana Lagoon is widely accepted as being the most spectacular
permanent water site in the entire Okavango Delta, which in the midst
of the Kalahari sands, is Africa’s largest and most awe-inspiring oasis. The
Okavango River rises in the highlands of Angola yet never reaches the sea;
instead its immense waters empty over the sands of the Kalahari where its
great desert thirst is quenched in a wilderness of fresh water lagoons, channels
and islands.
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accommodation

T

he lodge
accommodates only
sixteen guests in large
raised reed and thatch
lagoon facing chalets,
with en-suite facilities
and private viewing decks
situated on the shaded
fringe of the island.
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the lodge

X

ugana Island Lodge is situated
on a private concession and takes
full advantage of this magnificent
site. An expansive deck and al fresco
dining area overlooks the vast pristine
water that makes up the permanent
Okavango Delta.
The lounge, bar and dining areas are
set back under an Ebony and African
Mangosteen tree canopy in open sided
thatched structures, and the swimming
pool, located within the mature gardens
in the centre of the island, is a perfect
place to relax.

Activities & Wildlife

X

ugana Island Lodge is a pure water paradise and gives you the chance to
experience a true Okavango Delta safari. All activities are conducted by
experienced professional guides. Explore the crystal clear waterways by Mokoro
(traditional dugout canoe) or motorboat, and enjoy the magnificent variety of
birds, plant and reptile species found in the area.
Birding is absolutely spectacular especially during the summer months when the
migrant birds come to breed. Your experienced guide will also take you on a guided
nature walk on surrounding islands in the concession, giving guests the chance to
experience nature up close and personal. Fishing for bream and tiger fish is also
offered as an activity at the lodge. Xugana Island Lodge is a water based camp and
game drive activities, using safari vehicles, are not possible.

!
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Leroo La Tau
L

eroo La Tau is situated on the western bank of the Boteti River, northwest
of Khumaga Village and about 140 kilometres southeast of Maun. The
eastern bank of the Boteti River forms the boundary of the Makgadikgadi
Pans National Park, which stretches away from the riverbank towards its
interior of scrubland and mineral rich grasslands.

Makgadikgadi Pans
National Park
Leroo La Tau
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T

he lodge features twelve
luxurious thatched and
glass fronted suites with en-suite
bathrooms, each one raised
on a wooden platform. The
main lounge and dining area,
with its inviting wooden and
thatch finish, offers guests the
opportunity to sit back and relax
at the bar while listening to the
wide variety of night sounds
so characteristic of the African
bush. Alternatively you can
lounge around the swimming
pool or enjoy the panoramic
river vista from the game
viewing hide built into the bank
of the river.

a unique history

T

he Boteti River is the main outflow of the Okavango Delta, collecting the water that flows past Maun, and
stretching about 250 kilometres southeast to Lake Xau on the extreme south western edge of the great
Makgadikgadi salt pans. In the mid 1980s the flood waters of the Okavango Delta started to decline as the region
entered a cycle of low rainfall, and consequently the Boteti River began to recede. The river stopped reaching as
far as Leroo La Tau in 1988, and by the mid 1990s had dried up completely.
Leroo La Tau was left with a few waterholes in the riverbed which remained home to a small pod of landlocked
hippo, together with crocodiles which became completely terrestrial, making dens in riverbank ‘caves’ downriver
from the lodge. Large quantities of zebra and wildebeest continued to graze the rich grass plains, migrating to
the Boteti River at the end of winter to access the remaining waterholes.
In 2009, two decades after the Boteti River stopped flowing at Leroo La Tau, record rainfall resulted in the
highest Okavango flood levels for 25 years. The Boteti River began flowing again and is present at Leroo La Tau
once more. Leroo La Tau is built on cliffs over 10 metres above this changing riverbed environment, offering a
raised vantage point which ensures unsurpassed views of the river and the Makgadikgadi Pans National Park to
the east.

Activities & Wildlife
TThe lodge offers both scheduled
guided day and night game drives.
Depending on the water levels of
the Boteti River, boat activities can
also be provided. Optional cultural
excursions can be arranged to visit
Khumaga Village, as can guided
nature walks in the area surrounding
the lodge.
Leroo La Tau translates as ‘lion’s
paw’, but although the surrounding
area features abundant lion, zebra
and wildebeest, it also boasts Chobe
bushbuck, leopard, cheetah, brownand spotted-hyena, impala, kudu,
jackal, porcupine, genet and caracal,
to name but a few. In addition, there
is also the possibility of seeing the rare
white rhinoceros.
Please note: Due to their remote
location within the Makgadikgadi
Pans National Park, the physical
Makgadikgadi Pans are not visited on
daily scheduled activities from Leroo
La Tau.

Chobe Explorations
E

njoy the best of both worlds with a luxury accommodated mobile safari; an opportunity to gain an insight
into areas and wildlife not necessarily available to guests on a typical fly-in safari. Experience a 10 night / 11
day itinerary through many of Botswana’s most iconic areas, where a professional guide will provide a unique
and personal insight into the wonders of these wilderness destinations.

Activities

W

ith a maximum of six participants, guests are
assured of attentive service at all times and will
travel in fully equipped and customised luxury safari
vehicles. Private activities are tailored according to
the group’s requirements. Depending on the area’s
ecosystem, these include open vehicle game drives,
guided nature walks and exploring the Okavango
Delta by Mokoro, a traditional dugout canoe. Other
activities include seasonal fishing, motorboat
sundowners and Chobe River cruises.
During your mobile safari you will witness the
dramatic scenery of Botswana’s national parks and
game reserves, while the many different ecosystems
you will pass through are home to a wide variety of
wildlife, and a kaleidoscope of birdlife.

accommodation

R

ooms each sleep two people. Each spacious
timber and thatch chalet or luxury African safaristyle tent is raised on a teak platform and features
an en-suite bathroom and a private wooden viewing
deck. In addition, Chobe Game Lodge is fully airconditioned and each room has a river-facing terrace
or balcony and a complimentary mini-bar.

11 DAY ITINERARY

1

Your safari begins with a road transfer from
Livingstone or Victoria Falls to Chobe Game
Lodge and Africa’s greatest resident elephant
population.

3
5

A leisurely game viewing transfer will lead
you to Savute Safari Lodge, an area with a
reputation for superb predator interactions.
Another extended game drive will transport
you to Camp Moremi in the Moremi Game
Reserve, world famous for its concentration of
wildlife.

7

A motor boat will whisk you off to the
Okavango Delta, where guided walks and
mokoro trips are the order of the day at Camp
Okavango.

9

Take to the air on a scenic flight to Leroo La
Tau, in the Makgadikgadi Pans National Park,
home to the second largest zebra migration in
Africa.

11

Your final transfer to Maun airport will be
by air.

The Ultimate Family Safari
T

he discovery of Africa is most often a very profound and personal experience which, when experienced
properly, will render memories which will stay with the visitor forever. Over the years we have been able to
witness this impact on many of our travellers and the mere fact that they return for more is testament to that
special association. The Ultimate Family Safari is an all-inclusive set itinerary package of 10 Nights, including
five different areas and camps across Botswana, destined to leave an impression and fond memories for any
family.
Catering for your needs

F

Family Fun

W

e have planned the
activities and the safari
experience around ensuring that
it is fun and educational for every
family member. All children are
given a Safari Bag, which has
activity books, check lists and
various surprises to keep them
busy during certain times of the
day. Other adapted activities,
which range from donkey cart
village tour, to mokoro races
(water levels dependent), fishing
excursions, local school visit/s
(depending on dates) and the
normal safari activities are
planned and adapted around the
family’s needs.

or a safari of this nature, where flexibility is key
to the family’s needs, private guide, vehicle and
activities are essential. With families which have
children younger than twelve years old, private activity
surcharge, based on a per family per departure, is
mandatory. Families with children older than twelve
years can however opt to partake in the scheduled
lodge activities at no surcharge, but will have to share
activities with other guests.
We accept families with children six years and older.
The rooms within our camps are configured differently
so that we can accommodate various family sizes –
these will be dealt with at the time of safari enquiry
dependent on the family size and will be based on our
physical operational capacity at each property.

Safari Is Pure Discovery

D

ays are spent experiencing and witnessing Botswana at its best, and that in itself, is quite possibly one of the
greatest gifts you can carry across to your children and/or grandchildren. The safari allows for families to
make the most of Botswana by incorporating the Makgadikgadi / Boteti River at Leroo La Tau, the Okavango
Delta, Moremi Game Reserve, Savute and the Chobe River.

Honeymoon Package
A

n 8 night itinerary for the ultimate romantic gateway: days spent on safari exploring the pristine wilderness
and evenings filled with romance – private candlelit dinner under the stars, in the heart of African bush.

Accommodation

E
9 DAY ITINERARY

1

On arrival in Kasane you will be transferred
to Chobe Game Lodge. After setting into
your Honeymoon Suite you’ll spend two nights
enjoying Chobe National Park’s stunning sunset
cruises and magnificent herds of buffalo and
elephant.

3

Experience a scenic flight transfer to Savute
Safari Lodge, an area with a reputation for
superb predator interactions. Enjoy romantic
candlelit dinners on your private deck as animals
drink from the Savute Channel, backlit by the
setting sun.

5

A scenic flight will connect you to the
Okavango Delta and your accommodation
at Xugana Island Lodge in the Okavango Delta.
Spend two days exploring the crystal clear
waterways and untouched islands before relaxing
with a romantic dinner on the floating deck.

7

Take a picturesque flight to the desert location
of Leroo La Tay in the Makgadikgadi Pans
National Park. Witness the second largest
zebra migration in the world (during the winter
months), followed by a memorable tree planting
ceremony.

9

Guests will be transferred to Maun Airport for
their onward travel arrangements.

ach lodge features spacious timber and thatch
chalets, raised on a teak platform and featuring
an en-suite bathroom and a private wooden
viewing deck. In addition, Chobe Game Lodge
is fully air-conditioned and each room has a
river-facing private terrace and plunge pool, with
complimentary mini-bar.

Activities

A

s honeymooners you are assured of attentive
service at all times. Depending on the area’s
ecosystems, activities include open vehicle game
drives, guided nature walks and exploring the
Okavango Delta by Mokoro, a traditional dugout
canoe. Other activities include seasonal fishing,
motorboat sundowners and Chobe River cruises.

Rhino Package
T

his package is an exceptional opportunity
to get up close and personal with some of
nature’s most imposing wildlife. With less than
sixty rhino’s left in Botswana’s National Parks, the
contribution of past travellers through booking
the Rhino Package, has been very impactful.
Over the past years the breeding rate of over 6%
has been recorded and this is amongst the best
ever achieved in Southern Africa. Experience
a combination of different eco systems on your
African safari with the knowledge that your safari
spend has direct impact on the wellbeing of rhino
populations in Botswana.

Accommodation

R

ooms each sleep two persons. Each spacious
timber and thatch chalet or luxury African
safari-style tent is raised on a teak platform and
features an en-suite bathroom and a private
wooden viewing deck. In addition, Chobe Game
Lodge and Chobe Savanna Lodge are fully airconditioned and each room has a river-facing
terrace or balcony and complimentary mini-bar.
Itinerary

T

he rhino is critically endangered in Botswana,
and this package has been designed to raise
awareness and funds for the Botswana Rhino
Relocation and Reintroduction Project. The
package includes two nights at Leroo La Tau
in the Makgadikgadi Pans National Park from
where our company has been very active with the
conservation efforts around the rhino population.

4

-Night Leroo La Tau Rhino Package: Guests
selecting the four night package can then
enjoy two further nights at the following
lodges: Camp Moremi, Camp Okavango, Camp
Xakanaxa, Xugana Island Lodge and Savute Safari
Lodge.

6

-Night Leroo La Tau Rhino Package: The six
night package includes four additional nights
from Desert & Delta Safaris’ entire portfolio:
Camp Moremi, Camp Okavango, Camp
Xakanaxa, Xugana Island Lodge and Savute
Safari Lodge plus Chobe Game Lodge and Chobe
Savanna Lodge.

Activities

A

t Leroo La Tau, guest activities include
twice daily game drives through the
stunning environment of the Makgadikgadi
National Park. Boat trips can also be enjoyed
on the Boteti River (seasonal). Depending on
the area’s ecosystems, activities include open
vehicle game drives, guided nature walks and
exploring the Okavango Delta by Mokoro,
a traditional dugout canoe. Other activities
include seasonal fishing, motorboat sundowners
and Chobe River cruises.

Best of DDS Packages
T

he biggest advantage that Desert & Delta Safaris can offer any visitor to our destination is the unique
and comprehensive locations that our properties have within the region we operate in. The best of every
ecosystem within our destination can be offered in a variety of all-inclusive packages.

Flexibility in Packaging

B

ODDS packages are designed to assist our
visitors in planning a fully comprehensive
visit option to fit their specific needs with regards
time frame and choice of destination within our
destination. They all start with a simple three night
and range to a ten night all inclusive package. All
BODDS packages are inclusive of accommodation
on a fully inclusive basis, all charter flights on
scheduled basis, airport departure taxes, park and
entrance fees. An Eleven night + rate is provided
for booking which extend over the ten night BODDS
package as well as a special NET rate per sector for
the charters are provided.
All BODDS packages allow for your choice of all
or any of the Desert & Delta Safaris Botswana based
properties. (Excludes Chobe Savanna Lodge in
Namibia)

Make An Impact

I

n addition, the understanding that the safari spend
directly benefits and provides support to a local
charity or socio/environmental program it attractive.
Every BODDS Package booked will incur a direct
donation and support to one of the programs
supported by Desert & Delta Safaris.

Value Driven

E

ven more attractive is the fact that there is a
value-add element included within each package.
When booked on a standard two night per lodge/
camp basis, BODDS packages provide better value to
Desert & Delta Safaris standard pricing and in terms
of overall packaging to Botswana, now provide the
most competitively priced quality safari experience in
Botswana.
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Contact us for more details
Or book at your local licensed travel agent

www.adventuredestinations.com.au
sales@adventuredestinations.com.au
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Booking conditions and cancellation fees do apply. Please refer to www.adventuredestinations.com.au for our booking conditions and cancellation policy.

